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The Nash Equilibrium Levent Koçkesen, Columbia University Efe A. Ok, New York University As we have mentioned in our …rst lecture, one of the assumptions that we will maintain throughout is that individuals are rational, i.e., they take the best available actions to pursue their objectives. This is not any di¤erent from the assumption of rationality, or optimizing behavior, that you must have come across in your microeconomics classes. In most of microeconomics, individual decision making boils down to solving the following problem: max u (x; µ) x2X



where x is the vector of choice variables, or possible actions, (such as a consumption bundle) of the individual, X denotes the set of possible actions available (such as the budget set), µ denotes a vector of parameters that are outside the control of the individual (such as the price vector and income), and u is the utility (or payo¤) function of the individual. What makes a situation a strategic game, however, is the fact that what is best for one individual, in general, depends upon other individuals’ actions. The decision problem of an individual in a game can still be phrased in above terms by treating µ as the choices of other individuals whose actions a¤ect the subject individual’s payo¤. In other words, letting x = ai ; X = Ai ; and µ = a¡i , the decision making problem of player i in a game becomes max ui (ai ; a¡i ) :



ai 2Ai



The main di¢culty with this problem is the fact that an individual does not, in general, know the action choices of other players, a¡i ; whereas in single decision making problems the parameter vector, µ, is assumed to be known, or determined as an outcome of exogenous chance events. Therefore, determining the best action for an individual in a game, in general, requires a joint analysis of every individual’s decision problem. In the previous section we have analyzed situations in which this problem could be circumvented, and hence we could analyze the problem by only considering it from the perspective of a single individual. If, independent of the other players’ actions, the individual in question has an optimal action, then rationality requires taking that action, and hence we can analyze that individual’s decision making problem in isolation from that of others. If every individual is in a similar situation this leads to (weakly or strictly) dominant strategy equilibrium. Remember that, the only assumptions that we used to justify dominant strategy equilibrium concept was the rationality of players (and the knowledge of own payo¤ function, of course). Unfortunately, many interesting games do not have a dominant strategy equilibrium and this forces us to increase the rationality requirements for individuals. The second solution concept 1



that we introduced, i.e., iterated elimination of dominated strategies, did just that. It required not only the rationality of each individual and the knowledge of own payo¤ functions, but also the (common) knowledge of other players’ rationality and payo¤ functions. However, in this case we run into other problems: there may be too many outcomes that survive IESD actions, or di¤erent outcomes may arise as outcomes that survive IEWD actions, depending on the order of elimination. In this section we will analyze by far the most commonly used equilibrium concept for strategic games, i.e., the Nash equilibrium concept, which overcomes some of the problems of the solution concepts introduced before.1 As we have mentioned above, the presence of interaction among players requires each individual to form a belief regarding the possible actions of other individuals. Nash equilibrium is based on the premises that (i) each individual acts rationally given her beliefs about the other players’ actions, and that (ii) these beliefs are correct. It is the second element which makes this an equilibrium concept. It is in this sense we may regard Nash equilibrium outcome as a steady state of a strategic interaction. Once every individual is acting in accordance with the Nash equilibrium, no one has an incentive to unilaterally deviate and take another action. More formally, we have the following de…nition: De…nition. A Nash equilibrium of a game G in strategic form is de…ned as any outcome such that ui (a¤i ; a¤¡i ) ¸ ui (ai ; a¤¡i ) for all ai 2 Ai :



(a¤1 ; :::; a¤n )



holds for each player i: The set of all Nash equilibria of G is denoted N(G): In a two player game, for example, an action pro…le (a¤1 ; a¤2 ) is a Nash equilibrium if the following two conditions hold a¤1 2 arg max u1 (a1 ; a¤2 ) a¤2



ai 2A1



2 arg max u2 (a¤1 ; a2 ): a2 2A2



Therefore, we may say that, in a Nash equilibrium, each player’s choice of action is a best response to the actions actually taken by his opponents. This suggests, and sometimes more useful, de…nition of Nash equilibrium, based on the notion of the best response correspon1



The discovery of the basic idea behind the Nash equilibrium goes back to the 1838 work of Augustine Cournot. (Cournot’s work is translated into English in 1897 as Researches into the Mathematical Principles of the Theory of Wealth, New York: MacMillan.) The formalization and rigorous analysis of this equilibrium concept was not given until the seminal 1950 work of the mathematician John Nash. Nash was awarded the Nobel prize in economics in 1994 (along with John Harsanyi and Reinhardt Selten) for his contributions to game theory. For an exciting biography of Nash, we refer the reader to S. Nasar (1998), A Beautiful Mind, New York: Simon and Schuster.
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dence.2 We de…ne the best response correspondence of player i in a strategic form game as the correspondence Bi : A¡i ¶ Ai given by Bi (a¡i ) = fai 2 Ai : ui (ai ; a¡i ) ¸ ui (bi ; a¡i ) for all bi 2 Ai g = arg max ui (ai ; a¡i ) : ai 2Ai



(Notice that, for each a¡i 2 A¡i , Bi (a¡i ) is a set which may or may not be a singleton.) So, for example, in a 2-person game, if player 2 plays a2 ; player 1’s best choice is to play some action in B1 (a2 ); B1 (a2 ) = fa1 2 A1 : u1 (a1 ; a2 ) ¸ u2 (b1 ; a2 ) for all b1 2 A1 g: For instance, in the game L M R U 1,0 1,2 0,2 D 0,3 1,1 2,0 we have B1 (L) = fUg; B1 (M) = fU,Dg and B1 (R) = fDg; while B2 (U) = fM,Rg and B2 (D) = fLg. The following is an easy but useful observation. Proposition B. For any 2-person game in strategic form G; we have (a¤1 ; a¤2 ) 2 N(G) if, and only if, a¤1 2 B1 (a¤2 ) and a¤2 2 B2 (a¤1 ): Exercise. Prove Proposition B. Proposition B suggests a way of computing the Nash equilibria of strategic games. In particular, when the best response correspondence of the players are single-valued, then Proposition B tells us that all we need to do is to solve two equations in two unknowns to characterize the set of all Nash equilibria (once we have found B1 and B2 , that is). The following examples will illustrate. Example. We have N(BoS) = f(m,m); (o,o)g. Indeed, in this game, B1 (o) = fog; B1 (m) = fmg; B2 (o) = fog; and B2 (m) = fmg: These observations also show that (m,o) and (o,m) are not equilibrium points of BoS. Similar computations yield N(CG) = f(l,l); (r,r)g and N(MW) = ;: 2



Mathematical Reminder : Recall that a function f from a set A to a set B assigns to each x 2 A one and only one element f(x) in B: By de…nition, a correspondence f from A to B; on the other hand, assigns to each x 2 A a subset of B; and in this case we write f : A ¶ B: (For instance, f : [0; 1] ¶ [0; 1] de…ned as f (x) = fy 2 [0; 1] : x · yg is a correspondence; draw the graph of f .) In the special case where a correspondence is single-valued (i.e. f (x) is a singleton set for each x 2 A), then f can be thought of as a function.
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An easy way of …nding Nash equilibrium in two-person strategic form games is to utilize the best response correspondences and the bimatrix representation. You simply have to mark the best response(s) of each player given the action choice of the other player and any action pro…le at which both players are best responding to each other is a Nash equilibrium. In the BoS game, for example, given player 1 plays m, the best response of player 2 is to play m, which is expressed by underscoring player 2’s payo¤ at (m,m), and her best response to o is o, which is expressed by underscoring her payo¤ at (o,o). m o m 2,1 0,0 : o 0,0 1,2 The same procedure is applied to player 1 as well. The set of Nash equilibrium is then the set of outcomes at which both players’ payo¤s are underscored, i.e., f(m,m); (o,o)g:2 Nash equilibrium concept has been motivated in many di¤erent ways, mostly on an informal basis. We will now give a brief discussion of some of these motivations: Self Enforcing Agreements. Let us assume that two players debate about how they should play a given 2-person game in strategic form through preplay communication. If no binding agreement is possible between the players, then what sort of an agreement would they be able to implement, if any? Clearly, the agreement (whatever it is) should be “self enforcing” in the sense that no player should have a reason to deviate from her promise if she believes that the other player will keep his end of the bargain. A Nash equilibrium is an outcome that would correspond to a self enforcing agreement in this sense. Once it is reached, no individual has an incentive to deviate from it unilaterally. Social Conventions. Consider a strategic interaction played between two players, where player 1 is randomly picked from a population and player 2 is randomly picked from another population. For example, the situation could be a bargaining game between a randomly picked buyer and a randomly picked seller. Now imagine that this situation is repeated over time, each iteration being played between two randomly selected players. If this process settles down to an action pro…le, that is if time after time the action choices of players in the role of player 1 and those in the role of player 2 are always the same, then we may regard this outcome as a convention. Even if players start with arbitrary actions, as long as they remember how the actions of the previous players fared in the past and choose those actions that are better, any social convention must correspond to a Nash equilibrium. If an outcome is not a Nash equilibrium, then at least one of the players is not best responding, and sooner or later a player in that role will happen to land on a better action which will then be adopted by the players afterwards. Put di¤erently, an outcome which is not a Nash equilibrium lacks a certain sense of stability, and thus if a convention were to develop about how to play a given game through time, we would expect this convention to correspond to a Nash equilibrium of the game. 4



Focal Points. Focal points are outcomes which are distinguished from others on the basis of some characteristics which are not included in the formalism of the model. Those characteristics may distinguish an outcome as a result of some psychological or social process and may even seem trivial, such as the names of the actions. Focal points may also arise due to the optimality of the actions, and Nash equilibrium is considered focal on this basis. Learned Behavior. Consider two players playing the same game repeatedly. Also suppose that each player simply best responds to the action choice of the other player in the previous interaction. It is not hard to imagine that over time their play may settle on an outcome. If this happens, then it has to be a Nash equilibrium outcome. There are, however, two problems with this interpretation: (1) the play may never settle down, (2) the repeated game is di¤erent from the strategic form game that is played in each period and hence it cannot be used to justify its equilibrium. So, whichever of the above parables one may want to entertain, they all seem to suggest that, if a reasonable outcome of a game in strategic form exists, it must possess the property of being a Nash equilibrium. In other words, being a Nash equilibrium is a necessary condition for being a reasonable outcome: But notice that this is a one-way statement; it would not be reasonable to claim that any Nash equilibrium of a given game corresponds to an outcome that is likely to be observed when the game is actually played. (More on this shortly.) We will now introduce two other celebrated strategic form games to further illustrate the Nash equilibrium concept. Example. Stag Hunt (SH) Two hungry hunters go to the woods with the aim of catching a stag, or at least a hare. They can catch a stag only if they both remain alert and devote their time and energy to catching it. Catching a hare is less demanding and does not require the cooperation of the other hunter. Each hunter prefers half a stag to a hare. Letting S denote the action of going after the stag, and H the action of catching a hare, we can represent this game by the following bimatrix S H S 2,2 0,1 : H 1,0 1,1 One can easily verify that N(SH) = f(S,S); (H,H)g: Exercise. Hawk-Dove (HD) Two animals are …ghting over a prey. The prey is worth v to each player, and the cost of …ghting is c1 for the …rst animal (player 1) and c2 for the second animal (player 2). If they both act aggressively (hawkish) and get into a …ght, they share the prey but su¤er the cost of …ghting. If both act peacefully (dovish), then they get to share the prey without incurring any cost. If one acts dovish and the other hawkish, there is no …ght and the latter gets the whole prey. 5



(1) Write down the strategic form of this game (2) Assume v; c1 ; c2 are all non-negative and …nd the Nash equilibria of this game in each of the following cases: (a) c1 > v=2; c2 > v=2; (b) c1 > v=2; c2 < v=2; (c) c1 < v=2; c2 < v=2: We have previously introduced a simple Cournot duopoly model and analyzed its outcome by applying IESD actions. Let us now try to …nd its Nash equilibria. We will …rst …nd the best response correspondence of …rm 1. Given that …rm 2 produces Q2 2 [0; a=b]; the best response of …rm 1 is found by solving the …rst order condition du1 = (a ¡ c) ¡ 2bQ1 ¡ bQ2 dQ1 2



which yields Q1 = a¡c ¡ Q22 : (Second order condition checks since ddQu21 = ¡2b < 0:) But 2b 1 notice that this equation yields Q1 < 0 if Q2 > a¡c while producing a negative quantity is not b feasible for …rm 1. Consequently, we have ½ ¾ a ¡ c Q2 a¡c if Q2 · B1 (Q2 ) = ¡ 2b 2 b and if Q2 >



B1 (Q2 ) = f0g



a¡c : b



By using symmetry, we also …nd B2 (Q1 ) =



( © a¡c 2b



f0g;



¡



Q1 2



ª



; if Q1 · if Q1 >



a¡c b a¡c : b



in Observe next that it is impossible that either …rm will choose to produce more than a¡c b the equilibrium (why?). Therefore, by Proposition B, to compute the Nash equilibrium all we need to do is to solve the following two equations: Q¤2 =



a ¡ c Q¤1 ¡ 2b 2



and



Q¤1 =



a ¡ c Q¤2 ¡ : 2b 2



Doing this, we …nd that the unique Nash equilibrium of this game is µ ¶ a¡c a¡c ¤ ¤ (Q1 ; Q2 ) = ; : 3b 3b (See Figure 1.) Interestingly, this is precisely the only outcome that survives the IESD actions. An interesting question to ask at this point is if in the Cournot model it is ine¢cient for these …rms to produce their Nash equilibrium levels of output. The answer is yes, showing that the ine¢ciency of decentralized behavior may surface in more realistic settings than the scenario of the prisoners’ dilemma suggests. To prove this, let us entertain the possibility that …rms 1 and 2 collude (perhaps forming a cartel) and act as a monopolist with the proviso that 6



Q2 a/b (a-c)/b



B1



Nash equilibrium ((a-c)/3b, (a-c)/3b)



(a-c)/2b



B2 (a-c)/2b



(a-c)/b
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Figure 1: Nash Equilibrium of Cournot Duopoly Game the pro…ts earned in this monopoly will be distributed equally among the …rms. Given the market demand, the objective function of the monopolist is U (Q) = (a ¡ c ¡ bQ)Q where Q = Q1 + Q2 2 [0; 2a=b]: By using calculus, we …nd that the optimal level of production for this monopoly is Q = a¡c : (Since the cost functions of the individual …rms are identical, it 2b does not really matter how much of this production takes place in whose plant.) Consequently, µ µ ¶ ¶µ ¶ pro…ts of the monopolist 1 a¡c a¡c (a ¡ c)2 = a¡c¡b ) = 2 2 2b 2b 4b while



(a ¡ c)2 : 9b Thus, while both parties could be strictly better o¤ had they formed a cartel, the equilibrium predicts that this will not take place in actuality. (Do you think this insight generalizes to the n-…rm case?) 2 pro…ts of …rm i in the equilibrium = ui (Q¤1 ; Q¤2 ) =



Remark. There is reason to expect that symmetric outcomes will materialize in symmetric games since in such games all agents are identical to one another. Consequently, symmetric equilibria of symmetric games is of particular interest. Formally, we de…ne a symmetric equilibrium of a symmetric game as a Nash equilibrium of this game in which all players play the same action. (Note that this concept does not apply to asymmetric games.) For instance, in the Cournot duopoly game above, (Q¤1 ; Q¤2 ) corresponds to a symmetric equilibrium. More 7



generally, if the Nash equilibrium of a symmetric game is unique, then this equilibrium must be symmetric. Indeed, suppose that G is a symmetric 2-person game in strategic form with a unique equilibrium and (a¤1 ; a¤2 ) 2 N(G): But then using the symmetry of G one may show easily that (a¤2 ; a¤1 ) is a Nash equilibrium of G as well. Since there is only one equilibrium of G; we must then have a¤1 = a¤2 : 2 Nash equilibrium requires that no individual has an incentive to deviate from it. In other words, it is possible that at a Nash equilibrium a player may be indi¤erent between her equilibrium action and some other action, given the other players’ actions. If we do not allow this to happen, we arrive at the notion of a strict Nash equilibrium. More formally, an action pro…le a¤ is a strict Nash equilibrium if ui (a¤i ; a¤¡i ) > ui (ai ; a¤¡i )



for all ai 2 Ai such that ai 6= a¤i



holds for each player i: For example, both Nash equilibria are strict in Stag-Hunt game, whereas the unique equilibrium of the following game, (M,R), is not strict L T ¡1; 0 M 0; 1 B 1; ¡1
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R 0; ¡1 : 0; 1 ¡1; 0



The Nash Equilibrium and Dominant/Dominated Actions Now that we have seen a few solution concepts for games in strategic form, we should analyze the relations between them. We turn to such an analysis in this section. It follows readily from the de…nitions that every strictly dominant strategy equilibrium is a weakly dominant strategy equilibrium, and every weakly dominant strategy equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium. Thus, Ds (G) µ Dw (G) µ N(G) for all strategic games G: For instance, (C,C) is a Nash equilibrium for PD; in fact this is the only Nash equilibrium of this game (do you agree?). Exercise. Show that if all players have a strictly dominant strategy in a strategic game, then this game must have a unique Nash equilibrium. However, there may exist a Nash equilibrium of a game which is not a weakly or strictly dominant strategy equilibrium; the BoS provides an example to this e¤ect. What is more interesting is that a player may play a weakly dominated action in Nash equilibrium. Here is an example: ® ¯ (1) ® 0,0 1,0 ¯ 0,1 3,3 Here (®; ®) is a Nash equilibrium, but playing ¯ weakly dominates playing ® for both players. This observation can be stated in an alternative way: Proposition C. A Nash equilibrium need not survive the IEWD actions. Yet the following result shows that if IEWD actions somehow yields a unique outcome, then this must be a Nash equilibrium in …nite strategic games. Proposition D. Let G be a game in strategic form with …nite action spaces. If the iterated elimination of weakly dominated actions results in a unique outcome, then this outcome must be a Nash equilibrium of G:3 Proof. For simplicity, we provide the proof for the 2-person case, but it is possible to generalize the argument in a straightforward way. Let the only actions that survive the IEWD actions be a¤1 and a¤2 ; but to derive a contradiction, suppose that (a¤1 ; a¤2 ) 2 = N(G): Then, one of the players must not be best-responding to the other, say this player is the …rst one. Formally, we have (2) u1 (a¤1 ; a¤2 ) < u1 (a01 ; a¤2 ) for some a01 2 A1 . 3



So, for instance, (1; :::; 1) must be a Nash equilibrium of guess-the average game:
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But a01 must have been weakly dominated by some other action a001 2 A1 at some stage of the elimination process, so u1 (a01 ; a2 ) · u1 (a001 ; a2 )



for each a2 2 A2 not yet eliminated at that stage.



Since a¤2 is never eliminated (by hypothesis), we then have u1 (a01 ; a¤2 ) · u1 (a001 ; a¤2 ): Now if a001 = a¤1 ; then we contradict (2). Otherwise, we continue as we did after (2) to obtain an ¤ 000 ¤ action a000 = fa01 ; a001 g such that u1 (a01 ; a¤2 ) · u1 (a000 1 2 1 ; a2 ): If a1 = a1 we are done again, otherwise we continue this way and eventually reach the desired contradiction since A1 is a …nite set by hypothesis. ¥ However, even if IEWD actions results in a unique outcome, there may be Nash equilibria which do not survive IEWD actions (The game given by (1) illustrates this point). Furthermore, it is important that IEWD actions leads to a unique outcome for the proposition to hold. For example in the BoS game all outcomes survive IEWD actions, yet the only Nash equilibrium outcomes are (m,m) and (o,o). One can also, by trivially modifying the proof given above show that if IESD actions results in a unique outcome, then that outcome must be a Nash equilibrium. In other words, any …nite and dominance solvable game has a unique Nash equilibrium. But how about the converse of this? Is it the case that a Nash equilibrium always survives the IESD actions. In contrast to the case with IEWD actions (recall Proposition C), the answer is given in the a¢rmative by our next result. Proposition E. Let G be a 2-person game in strategic form. If (a¤1 ; a¤2 ) 2 N(G); then a¤1 and a¤2 must survive the iterated elimination of strictly dominated actions. Proof. We again give the proof in the 2-person case for simplicity. To obtain a contradiction, suppose that (a¤1 ; a¤2 ) 2 N(G); but either a¤1 or a¤2 is eliminated at some iteration. Without loss of generality, assume that a¤1 is eliminated before a¤2 : Then, there must exist an action a01 2 A1 (not yet eliminated at the iteration at which a¤1 is eliminated) such that, u1 (a¤1 ; a2 ) < u1 (a01 ; a2 )



for each a2 2 A2 not yet eliminated.



But a¤2 is not yet eliminated, and thus u1 (a¤1 ; a¤2 ) < u1 (a01 ; a¤2 ) so that (a¤1 ; a¤2 ) cannot be a Nash equilibrium, a contradiction. ¥
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Di¢culties with the Nash Equilibrium Given that the Nash equilibrium is the most widely used equilibrium concept in economic applications, it is important to understand its limitations. We discuss some of these as the …nal order of business in this chapter. (1) A Nash equilibrium may involve a weakly dominated action by some players. We observed this possibility in Proposition C. Ask yourself if (®; ®) in the game (1) is a sensible outcome at all. You may say that if player 1 is “certain” that player 2 will play ® and vice versa, then it is. But if either one of the players assigns a probability in her mind that her opponent may play ¯; the expected utility maximizing (rational) action would be to play ¯; no matter how small this probability is. Since it is rare that all players are “certain” about the intended plays of their opponents (even if pre-play negotiation is possible), weakly dominated Nash equilibrium appears unreasonable. This leads us to re…ne the Nash equilibrium in the following manner. De…nition. An undominated Nash equilibrium of a game G in strategic form is de…ned as any Nash equilibrium (a¤1 ; :::; a¤n ) such that none of the a¤i s is a weakly dominated action. The set of all undominated Nash equilibria of G is denoted Nundom (G): Example. If G denotes the game given in (1), then Nundom (G) = f(¯; ¯)g: On the other hand, Nundom (G) = N(G) where G = PD, BoS, CG. The same equality holds for the linear Cournot model. (Question: Are all strict Nash equilibria of a game in strategic form undominated?) Exercise. Compute the set of all Nash and undominated Nash equilibria of the chairman’s paradox game. (2) Nash equilibrium need not exist. For instance, N(MW) = ;: Thus the notion of Nash equilibrium does not help us predict how the MW game would be played in practice. However, it is possible to circumvent this problem to some extent by enlarging the set of actions available to the players by allowing them to “randomize” among their actions. This leads us to the notion of a mixed strategy which we shall talk about later in the course. (3) Nash equilibrium need not be unique. The BoS and CG provide two examples to this e¤ect. This is a troubling issue in that multiplicity of equilibria avoids making a sharp prediction with regard to the actual play of the game. (What do you think will be the outcome of BoS?) However, sometimes preplay negotiation and/or conventions may provide a way out of this problem. 11



Preplay Negotiation. Consider the CG game and allow the players to communicate (cheap talk) prior to the game being played. What do you think will be the outcome then? Most people answer this question as (r,r). The reason is that agreement on the outcome (r,r) seems in the nature of things, and what is more, there is no reason why players should not play r once this agreement is reached (i.e. such an agreement is self-enforcing). Thus, pure coordination games like CG can often be “solved” via preplay negotiation. (More on this shortly.) But how about BoS? It is not at all obvious which agreement would surface in the preplay communication in this game, and hence, even if an agreement on either (m,m) or (o,o) would be self-enforcing, preplay negotiation does not help us “solve” the BoS. Maybe we should learn to live with the fact that some games do not admit a natural “solution.” Focal Points. It has been argued by many game theorists that the story of some games isolate certain Nash equilibria as “focal” in that certain details that are not captured by the formalism of a game in strategic form may actually entail a clear path of play. The following will illustrate. Example. (A Nash Demand Game) Suppose that two individuals (1 and 2) face the problem of dividing $100 among themselves. They decide to use the following method in doing this: each of them will simultaneously declare how much of the $100 (s)he wishes to have, and if their total demand exceeds $100 no one will get anything (the money will then go to a charity) while they will receive their demands otherwise (anything left on the table will go to a charity). We may formulate this scenario as a 2-person game in strategic form where Ai = [0; 100] and ( xi ; if x1 + x2 · 100 ui (x1 ; x2 ) = 0; otherwise. Notice that we are assuming here that money is utility; an assumption which is often useful. (Caveat: But this is not an unexceptionable assumption - what if the bargaining was between a father and his 5 year old daughter or between two individuals who hate each other?). ² Play the game. ² Verify that the set of Nash equilibria of this game is f(x1 ; x2 ) 2 [0; 100]2 : x1 + x2 = 100g: ² Well, there are just too many equilibria here; any division of $100 is an equilibrium! Thus, for this game, the predictions made on the basis of the Nash equilibrium are bound to be very weak. Yet, when people actually played this game in the experiments, in an overwhelming number of times the outcome (50; 50) is observed to surface. So, in 12



this example, 50-50 split appears to be a focal point suggesting that equity considerations (which are totally missed by the formalism of the game theory we have developed so far) may play a role in certain Nash equilibrium to be selected in actual play. 2 Unfortunately, the notion of a focal point is an elusive one. It is di¢cult to come up with a theory for it since it is not clear what is the general principle that underlies it. The above example provides, after all, only a single instance of it; one can think of other scenarios with a focal equilibrium.4 It is our hope that experimental game theory (which we shall talk about further later on) will shed light into the matter in the future. (4) Nash equilibrium is not immune to coalitional deviations. Consider again the CG game in which we argued that preplay negotiation would eliminate the Nash equilibrium (1,1). The idea is that the players can jointly deviate from the outcome (1,1) through communication that takes place prior to play), for at the Nash equilibrium outcome (r,r) they are both strictly better o¤. This suggests the following re…nement of the Nash equilibrium. De…nition. A Pareto optimal Nash equilibrium of a game G in strategic form is any Nash equilibrium a¤ = (a¤1 ; :::; a¤n ) such that there does not exist another equilibrium b¤ = (b¤1 ; :::; b¤n ) 2 N(G) with ui (a¤ ) < ui (b¤ )



for each i 2 N:



We denote the set of all Pareto optimal Nash equilibrium of G by NPO (G): A Pareto optimal Nash equilibrium outcome in a 2-person game in strategic form is particularly appealing (when preplay communication is allowed), for once such an outcome has been somehow realized, the players would not have an incentive from deviating from it neither unilaterally (as the Nash property requires) nor jointly (as Pareto optimality requires). As you would expect, this re…nement of Nash equilibrium delivers us what we wish to …nd in the CG: NPO (CG) = f(r,r)g: As you might expect, however, the Pareto optimal Nash equilibrium concept does not help us “solve” the BoS, for we have NPO (BoS) = N(BoS): 4



Here is another game in strategic form with some sort of a focal point. Two players are supposed to partition the letters A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H with the proviso that player 1’s list must contain A and player 2’s list must contain H. If their lists do not overlap, then they both win, they lose otherwise. (How would you play this game in the place of player 1? Player 2?) What happens very often when the game is played in the experiments is that people in the position of player 1 chooses {A,B,C,D} and people in the position of player 2 chooses {E,F,G,H}; what is going on here, how do people coordinate so well? For more examples of this sort and a thorough discussion of focal points, an excellent reference is T. Schelling (1960), The Strategy of Con‡ict, London: Oxford University Press.
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The fact that Pareto optimal Nash equilibrium re…nes the Nash equilibrium points to the fact that the latter is not immune to coalitional deviations. This is because the stability achieved by the Nash equilibrium is by means of avoiding only the unilateral deviations of each individual. Put di¤erently, the Nash equilibrium does not ensure that no coalition of the players will …nd it bene…cial to defect. The Pareto optimal Nash equilibrium somewhat corrects for this through avoiding defection of the entire group of the players (the so-called grand coalition) in addition to that of the individuals (the singleton coalitions). Unfortunately, this re…nement does not solve the problem entirely. Here is a game in which the Pareto optimal Nash equilibrium does not re…ne the Nash equilibrium in a way that deals with coalitional considerations in a satisfactory way. Example. In the following game G player 1 chooses rows, player 2 chooses columns and player 3 chooses tables. ® ¯ a 1,1,-5 -5,-5,0 if player 3 chooses U b -5,-5,0 0,2,7 ® ¯ a 1,1,6 -5,-5,0 if player 3 chooses D b -5,-5,0 -2,-2,0 (For instance, we have N = f1; 2; 3g; A3 = fU; Dg and u3 (a,¯;D) = 0:) In this game we have NPO (G) = f(b; ¯; U); (a; ®; D)g = N(G); but coalitional considerations indicate that the equilibrium (a; ®;D) is rather unstable, provided that players can communicate prior to play. Indeed, it is quite conceivable in this case that players 2 and 3 would form a coalition and deviate from (a; ®;D) equilibrium by publicly agreeing to take actions ¯ and U, respectively. Since this is clearly a self-enforcing agreement, it casts doubt on the claim that (a; ®;D) is a reasonable prediction for this game. 2 You probably see where the above example is leading to. It suggest that there is merit in re…ning even the Pareto optimal Nash equilibrium by isolating those Nash equilibria that are immune against all possible coalitional deviations. To introduce this idea formally, we need a …nal bit of Notation. Let A = £i2N Ai be the outcome space of an n-person game in strategic form, and let (a1 ; :::; an ) 2 A: For each K µ N; we let aK denote the vector (ai )i2K 2 £i2K Ai ; and a¡K the vector (ai )i2NnK 2 £i2NnK Ai : By (aK ; a¡K ); we then mean the outcome (a1 ; :::; an ): Clearly, aK is the pro…le of actions taken by all players who belong to the coalition K; and we denote the set of all such pro…les by AK (that is, AK = £i2K Ai by de…nition). Similarly, 14



a¡K is the pro…le of actions taken by all players who does not belong to K; and A¡K is a shorthand notation for the set A¡K = £i2NnK Ai : De…nition. A Strong Nash equilibrium of a game G in strategic form is any outcome a = (a¤1 ; :::; a¤n ) such that, for all nonempty coalitions K µ N and all aK 2 AK ; there exists a player i 2 K such that ¤



ui (a¤K ; a¤¡K ) ¸ ui (aK ; a¤¡K ): We denote the set of all strong Nash equilibrium of G by NS (G):5 While its formal de…nition is a bit mouthful, all that the strong Nash equilibrium concept does is to choose those outcomes at which no coalition can …nd it in the interest of each of its members to deviate. Clearly, we have NS (G) µ NPO (G) µ N(G) fort any game G in strategic form. Since, for 2-person games the notions of Pareto optimal and strong Nash equilibrium coincide (why?), the only strong Nash equilibrium of the CG is (r,r): On the other hand, in the 3-person game discussed above, we have NS (G) = f(b; ¯;U)g as is desired (verify!). Unfortunately, while the notion of the strong Nash equilibrium solves some of our problems, it is itself not free of di¢culties. In particular, in many interesting games no strong Nash equilibrium exists, for it is simply too demanding to disallow for all coalitional deviations. What we need instead is a theory of coalition formation so that we can look for the Nash equilibria that are immune to deviations by those coalitions that are likely to form. At present, however, there does not exist such a theory that is commonly used in game theory, the issue awaits much further research.6



5



The notion of the strong Nash equilibrium was …rst introduced by the mathematician and economist Robert Aumann. 6 If you are interested in coalitional re…nements of the Nash equilibrium, a good place to start is the highly readable paper by D. Bernheim, B. Peleg and M. Whinston (1987), “Coalition-proof Nash equilibria I: Concepts,” Journal of Economic Theory, 42, pp. 1-12.
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